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Executive summary This short paper provides a summary of outcomes from the recent Boards Induction 

event and invites the Board to discuss some key questions and to commit to 

meeting the expectations that were developed. 

 

Background and Context 
The 2016 Boards Induction took place w/c 22nd August 2016.  This included board members from across 

NUS UK, NUS Charity and NUS Services.  The content included building up an understanding of the 

organisation, structures and board member roles for new board members.  Returning board members 

joined for the second day and discussions included hot topics and priorities for the year ahead, as well as 

work around what constitutes a high-performing set of boards within the NUS Group.  This document 

summarises the outcomes from the latter discussion and asks board members to discuss and commit to 

the outcomes and expectations. 

 

 

What does a high-performing set of boards look like? 
 Board members are prepared for meetings; 

 Issues are shared openly and the Board allows time to discuss and resolve them; 

 Strong attendance levels from all members – it’s important that NUS officers and other student 

officers and trustees prioritise attendance to ensure a good breadth of participation; 

 Members strive for efficiency; 

 Meetings are well chaired; 

 The Boards analyse the impact of their decisions: 

 Senior staff making sure we provide quality information, particularly financial information, in ways 

that people understand and feel comfortable about; 

 Not micromanaging staff; 

 Ensuring that diverse opinions are represented; 

 That the focus of discussions and decisions are aligned with the objectives of the organisation; 

 Set targets and review them; 

 Driving greater clarity about delegated authority and decision-making, including tracking decisions 

more transparently; 
 A good understanding about risk tolerance within each board and across the boards; 

 Clear communication between boards and stakeholders.  

 

 



 

What do you intend to do to monitor your effectiveness?  
At the end of each meeting allocate time to reflect on and review performance in the three areas of:  

 

 Quality of participation;  

 Quality of decisions; 

 Quality of follow up. 

 

There will also be a robust process at the end of the year that reviews what has worked well / less well to 

feed into annual planning. 

 

Attendance levels are already tracked and published through minutes – but these should be collated into a 

single spreadsheet so that all board members can more easily be held accountable for their attendance, 

and that these can form part of reporting – for example in accountability sessions at NEC. 

 

Regularly review decision-making tracker to ensure decisions are communicated clearly. 

 

 

How will you communicate effectively within and across 
your boards (also includes sub-committees)?  

 Standing item at the end of each agenda regarding issues that the boards wish to raise with each 

other and/or any recommendations they wish to make;  

 Undertake power and influence mapping exercise: helping to understand where power for decisions 

lies and how it maps;  

 Speak openly, concise minutes with clear action points shared at the right time; 

 Taking time to check understanding and avoid jargon, ask for clarity before meetings if there are 

things that are unclear; 

 Context to help develop decisions – making sure all relevant background information is available; 

 Be clear about what the membership needs to know and ways of communicating that; 

 Facilitated dialogue between meetings where required; 

 Where board members attend multiple boards ensure it is clear about their responsibilities for 

driving effective communication and crossover of information. 

 

Conclusion 
The above are a robust and useful set of outcomes from some very constructive conversations during 

induction.  The Board is invited to discuss the following questions: 

 

 Do these outcomes adequately reflect your expectations for things that will contribute to you being 

a high-performing Board, and set of boards? 

 Is there anything missing or that needs to be changed? 

 Are you happy to commit to these expectations and take personal and collective responsibility for 

adhering to them? 
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